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Abstract
Elliptic equations on configurations W = W1 [    [ WN with edge Y and com-
ponents W
j
of different dimension can be treated in the frame of pseudo-differential
analysis on manifolds with geometric singularities, here edges. Starting from edge-
degenerate operators on W
j
, j = 1; : : : ; N , we construct an algebra with extra ‘trans-
mission’ conditions on Y that satisfy an analogue of the Shapiro-Lopatinskij condi-
tion. Ellipticity refers to a two-component symbolic hierarchy with an interior and
an edge part; the latter one is operator-valued, operating on the union of different
dimensional model cones. We construct parametrices within our calculus, where ex-
change of information between the various components is encoded in Green and
Mellin operators that are smoothing on W n Y . Moreover, we obtain regularity of
solutions in weighted edge spaces with asymptotics.
Introduction
This paper is aimed at studying elliptic operators on a configuration with edges,
locally described by wedges with model cones of different dimensions. A specific fea-
ture is a new class of transmission operators between the different components, that
control the interaction of data across the edges. To be more precise, if X is a (say,
compact) topological space and X1 :=  R+  X
Æ(f0g  X) the cone with base X
(where f0g X in the quotient space corresponds to the tip v of the cone), the Carte-
sian product X1 with a C1 manifold  is a wedge. The edge is , and X1 will
be called the model cone of the wedge. In our case we assume X = X1[  [XN to be
a disjoint union of compact and closed C1 manifolds X
j
of dimensions n
j
= dimX
j
.
Then X1 is a cone of the form [
v
X
1
j
:= [X1
j
=, where [
v
is the disjoint union
combined with the quotient map that identifies the tips of the cones X1
j
with a single
point v. An example of a (local) edge configuration of this type is shown in Fig. 1
below (with the base X2 of dimension 0). Other examples can easily be constructed in
terms of transversal intersections of embedded C1 manifolds of different dimensions;
the intersections are then the edges.
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Configurations of that kind occur in a number of applications, for instance, in
heat diffusion and other models of applied sciences, see the more specific remarks be-
low in this introduction. Ellipticity on cones [
v
X
1
j
with different-dimensional X
j
has
been investigated in [22]. Models with transmission effects in network-like situations
have been studied by Ali Mehmeti for hyperbolic equations, see [1] and the references
there. It is also interesting to consider operators on spaces with ‘higher’ edges and cor-
ners, i.e., spaces composed of subspaces of different dimensions and (say, piecewise
smooth) singular geometry, although such a calculus is not yet established; it would
be of a similar complexity to a corresponding theory for manifolds with higher sin-
gularities in the sense of [24]. Another motivation of our calculus is the problem of
approximating singular subsets of a smooth structure by exhaustion via a sequence of
regular domains, where the behaviour of the limit may depend both on the final ge-
ometry as well as on the way of approximation. A first step in the present case of
different-dimensional singularities should be the ‘exact’ calculus to be reached as a
corresponding limit.
Differential and pseudo-differential operators on manifolds with geometric singu-
larities such as conical points or edges have a long history and are studied from dif-
ferent points of view by many authors before, cf. Kondratyev [12], Melrose, Mendoza
[15], Mazzeo [14]. Concerning further references, cf. [7] or [21]. A pseudo-differential
approach for edge-degenerate operators, first established in [20] for ‘standard’ mani-
folds with edges, combines ideas from the analysis of boundary value problems in the
sense of Boutet de Monvel [3] or Rempel and Schulze [18] with special Mellin quan-
tisations in model cone direction and quantisation in edge direction, see [21], [23],
based on twisted homogeneity of operator-valued symbols, connected with strongly
continuous groups of isomorphisms on weighted spaces on the model cones. This tech-
nique also plays a role in the index theory on singular spaces, see, e.g., Fedosov,
Schulze and Tarkhanov [8] and the bibliography there. It is typical in this context to
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study corresponding algebras of 2  2 block matrix operators with trace and potential
conditions along edges. The latter ones satisfy an analogue of the Shapiro-Lopatinskij
condition in the elliptic case. Similar to boundary value problems, cf. Atiyah and Bott
[2], there is a topological obstruction for the existence of such conditions. For the edge
case with different model cones it may happen (as for, say, the Cauchy-Riemann oper-
ator and transmission problems on a manifold with respect to an interface of codimen-
sion 1) that for operators from one side the obstruction may be non-vanishing although
from both sides it vanishes. Transmission problems in general (for pseudo-differential
operators with or without transmission property at the interface) are, in fact, special
cases of our calculus, where the normal half lines in the two opposite directions are
just the model cones of corresponding local wedges. In the present paper we develop
an algebra with transmission operators on a configuration with edges.
Ellipticity is determined by a bijectivity condition for a symbolic hierarchy, con-
sisting of interior and edge components, and we construct parametrices within the al-
gebra. Regularity of solutions is controlled in weighted spaces and subspaces with dis-
crete or continuous asymptotics. The scenario we are considering here has relations to
other investigations on spaces with geometric singularities, as they play a role in crack
theory, cf. the monograph [10].
In recent years it became popular to study boundary-contact problems, which oc-
cur, e.g., in the mechanics of media consisting of components of different material
parameters. There are then transmission effects at the interior boundaries. Those are
particularly subtle when the boundaries are not smooth or combined with cracks em-
anated by one of the sub-bodies. To the best knowledge of the authors, there was noth-
ing done so far in terms of a systematic calculus, which produces parametrices and
asymptotics of solutions close to the interfaces (when their dimension is greater than
zero).
In order to illustrate the position of our calculus for treating problems of that kind,
we consider a ball M := fx 2 R3 : jxj  2g with a subbody of the form B [ C for
B := fx 2 R3 : jxj  1g, C := fx 2 R3 : 1  jxj  3=2; x3 = 0g, see Fig. 2 above.
In A = M n (B [ C) and B we assume to be given different elliptic operators (e.g.,
in the simplest case, the Laplacian multiplied by different constants). Then the prob-
lem is to describe the behaviour (especially, regularity and asymptotics) of solutions
u and v in A and intB, respectively, where u satisfies two-sided crack conditions on
C (e.g., Dirichlet or Neumann) and u; v suitable transmission conditions across B,
which, of course, interact with the crack conditions in a neighbourhood of  = B\C.
This problem can be interpreted as an edge problem with edge  and a fairly complex
model cone. Localisations of the problem to the A- and B-sides give rise to subcalculi
with corresponding simpler model cones, where in the present paper we are dealing
with the B-side, including C. In our picture B is smooth; even in that case the edge
interpretation is necessary, though we admit  to be an edge anyway.
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For notational convenience, throughout the paper we formulate the calculus when
B is closed. The case with boundary has an analogous structure: when some of the X
j
(in the notation at the beginning) are manifolds with boundary, the parameter-
dependent form of Boutet de Monvel’s calculus is to be used, rather than the
parameter-dependent ‘standard’ pseudo-differential operators, as the values of operator-
valued Mellin symbols.
Note that the calculus for the A-side (which we do not carry out here) would em-
ploy more tools than those established in this paper. A part of the relevant techniques
may be found in [24]. Otherwise, as it is known from the analysis on singular spaces
in general, different geometries induce different non-equivalent calculi, and the results
of [24] are not involved in the ones here for the B-side of the configuration.
Let us briefly outline the structure of the paper. In Section 1 we introduce op-
erators on cones with different components of the base spaces. Apart from elements
of the ‘usual’ cone algebra, see [23], those encode the interchange of data between
the components in terms of transmission operators, here with continuous asymptotics
across the common tip of the ‘full’ cone, no matter whether the dimensions of the
cone components are equal or not. The choice of that version of cone calculus, which
extends material from [22] (mainly by the transmission Mellin plus Green operators
with continuous asymptotics), affects the structure of the induced cone operator-valued
symbols that we develop in Section 2 as the amplitude functions of a corresponding
edge operator calculus. We obtain, in fact, a structure that extends the one in [23] by
the new typical transmission objects. The ‘usual’ edge amplitude functions belonging
to the subwedges generated by the single cones appear as a proper substructure of the
present one. In Section 3 we pass to an associated operator calculus with a principal
symbolic hierarchy that admits a specific notion of ellipticity and the construction of
parametrix. As a consequence, we obtain the regularity of solutions in weighted edge
spaces with and without asymptotics.
1. Transmission algebras on cones
1.1. Mellin operators and cone Sobolev spaces. Let us first fix some notation
around the Mellin transform and associated pseudo-differential operators. The Mellin
transform M is given by the formula
(1.1.1) Mu(z) =
Z
1
0
r
z 1
u(r) dr;
in the simplest case for u 2 C10 (R+); then the covariable z varies in C, and we have
Mu(z) 2 A(C) (here A(U ) for any open U  C denotes the space of all holomor-
phic functions in U ). (1.1.1) will be then extended to various function and distribution
spaces, also vector-valued ones; then z will vary on subsets of C, for instance, lines
(1.1.2) 0

:= fz 2 C : Re z = g
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for some real . Define the weighted Mellin transform with weight  2 R by M

u =
Muj
0(1=2)  for u 2 C10 (R+). Then M is interpreted as a map from C10 (R+) to A(C),
which extends to an isomorphism M

: rL2(R+) ! L2(0(1=2)  ), and the inverse is
M 1

g(r) = 1
2i
Z
0(1=2) 
r
 z
g(z) dz:
Here and in the sequel, function and distribution spaces, originally given on R, will
also be employed for 0

3 z, where Im z plays the role of the real variable. In par-
ticular, we have symbol spaces S(R+  R+  0) in the sense of the Ho¨rmander
classes, where we write a(r; r 0; z) with  := Im z being the covariable. With symbols
a(r; r 0; z) 2 S(R+  R+  0(1=2)  ) we associate weighted Mellin pseudo-differential
operators on the half-axis
op
M
(a)u(r) := M 1
 ;z!r
fM
 ;r
0
!z
a(r; r 0; z)u(r 0)g(1.1.3)
=
ZZ
1
0

r
r
0

 ((1=2) +i )
a(r; r 0; z)u(r 0)dr
0
r
0
d
 
 ;
where z = (1=2)   + i . Note that we can also write
op
M
(a) = r op
M
(T   a)r 
where (T   a)(r; r 0; z) = a(r; r 0; z    ) and op
M
( : ) = op0
M
( : ). Below we use such a
notation also in the vector- and operator-valued case, where, for instance, a(r; r 0; z) 2
C
1(R+  R+; L(X;0(1=2)  )), and X is a closed compact C1 manifold. Here
L
(X;R) denotes the space of all pseudo-differential operators of order  2 R on X
that depend on a parameter  2 R. Recall that such operators are locally described by
amplitude functions a(x; x 0;  ;  ) in the covariables (;  ) 2 Rn+1, n = dimX, while
L
 1(X;R) = S(R; L 1(X)) with the space L 1(X) of smoothing operators on X. In
a similar sense there are parameter-dependent spaces L(X;Rl) for an l-dimensional
parameter . All these spaces are equipped with natural Fre´chet topologies.
To define weighted Sobolev spaces on a stretched cone X^ := R+  X with base
X, we employ the fact that for every  2 R there exists an element R() 2 L(X;Rl)
that is parameter-dependent elliptic of order  and induces isomorphisms R() :
H
s(X) ! H s (X) for all  2 Rl; s 2 R. Here H s(X) are the standard Sobolev spaces
of smoothness s 2 R on X. We now choose such a family Rs( ) with parameter  2 R
and define Hs; (X^) as the completion of C10 (X^) with respect to the norm
(1.1.4)
(
1
2i
Z
0((n+1)=2) 
kR
s(Im z)Mu(z)k2
L
2(X) dz
)1=2
;
for n = dimX. The space L2(X) is equipped with a scalar product, defined in terms
of a fixed Riemannian metric on X. Recall that when we choose another family eRs( )
with analogous properties, we obtain an equivalent norm.
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The spaces Hs; (X^) have the meaning of Sobolev spaces based on the Fuchs
type derivative in r 2 R+ and (local) usual derivatives on X. More precisely, for s 2 N
we have
Hs; (X^) = u(r; x) 2 r (n=2)+L2(R+ X) :
(r
r
)kDu(r; x) 2 r (n=2)+L2(R+ X) for all k + ordD  s
	
:
(1.1.5)
Here D stands for arbitrary differential operators on X. It can be easily proved that
(1.1.5) is an equivalent definition of Hs; (X^) for s 2 N, and the full scale could be
defined by duality and interpolation. Notice that H0;0(X^) = r n=2L2(R+X) (with L2
being taken with measure dr dx).
By a cut-off function on the half-axis we understand in this paper any real-valued
!(r) 2 C10
 
R+

that is equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of r = 0.
In the considerations below we will also employ a modified scale of weighted
Sobolev spaces, namely Ks; (X^), defined by
Ks; (X^) := !u + (1  !)v : u 2 Hs; (X^); v 2 H scone(X^)
	
for any cut-off !. Here H scone(X^) for X = Sn (the unit sphere in Rn+1) is the subspace
of all v 2 H sloc(X^) such that (1 !)v 2 H s(Rn+1) where (r; x) are interpreted as polar
coordinates in Rn+1 nf0g = (Sn)^. For general X, the definition is given by reducing to
the case of Sn, using a partition of unity subordinate to the chosen local coordinates,
see, e.g., [23] for details.
We will be interested in spaces on two (or finitely many) cones X41 [v X42 for
bases X1; X2 of different dimensions, where [v means disjoint union combined with
an identification of vertices. These will be the model cones of configurations with
edges. In our transmission algebras on (say, local and stretched) wedges  X^1 [X^2


 for an open set   Rq we consider operators that share information between
X
^
1   and X^2  , encoded below by a kind of smoothing Mellin and Green op-
erators. For the non-smoothing part, because of ‘pseudo-locality,’ we can ignore for
a while the interaction of operators and discuss edge-degenerate symbols for a single
wedge X^  with a smooth compact cone base X.
Let U  Rn be an open set and let eS
 
R+  U    R1+n+q

denote the space
of all symbols p(r; x; y; ; ; ) that have the form
p(r; x; y; ; ; ) = ep(r; x; y; r; ; r);
where
ep(r; x; y;e; ;e) 2 S R+  U  R1+n+q

:= S
 
R U  R1+n+q



R+U
(here we use common notation, i.e., Ho¨rmander’s symbol spaces S(V  RN ), V 
Rm open). By op
x
(p) and op
r
(p) we denote the standard pseudo-differential action
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with respect to the variables in the subscript and the corresponding covariables. For in-
stance: op
x
(p)u(x) = R e ixp(x;  )uˆ( ) d  . Given an atlas 
j
: G
j
! U
j
, j = 1; : : : ; N
on X and a system of local symbols p
j
2
e
S
(R+  Uj  R1+n+q) we can pass to
(r; y; ; )-dependent families of pseudo-differential operators on X by setting
(1.1.6) p(r; y; ; ) :=
N
X
j=1
'
j
n

 1
j


op
x
(p
j
)(r; y; ; )
o
 
j
:
In the formula (1.1.6), f'
j
g
j=1;:::;N is a partition of unity subordinate to the covering
fG
j
g
j=1;:::;N , and f j gj=1;:::;N are functions in C10 (Gj ) such that 'j j = 'j for all j ,
and
 

 1
j


is the operator push-forward under  1
j
.
Let us now introduce parameter-dependent families on X that are holomorphic in
z 2 C.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let M
O
(X;Rq),  2 R, denote the space of all operator fam-
ilies h(z; ) 2 A  C
z
; L

 
X;Rq


such that h(z; )j
0

Rq 2 L
(X;0

 Rq) for every
 2 R, uniformly in compact -intervals. For q = 0 we simply write M
O
(X).
The space M
O
(X;Rq) is Fre´chet in a canonical way, and we then have spaces of
the kind C1
 
R+;M

O
(X;Rq). We now recall a Mellin quantisation result that will
be essential in our operator algebra below.
Theorem 1.2. For every p(r; y; ; ) of the form (1.1.6) there is an eh(r; y; z; ) 2
C
1
 
R+  ;M

O
(X;Rq) such that h(r; y; z; ) := eh(r; y; z; r) satisfies the following
relation:
(1.1.7) op
r
(p)(y; )  op
M
(h)(y; ) 2 C1(;L 1(X^;Rq))
for every  2 R (where operators are interpreted in the sense C10 (X^) ! C1(X^)),
and eh is unique modC1
 
R+ ;M
 1
O
(X;Rq).
REMARK 1.3. If we define p0(r; y; ; ) in terms of symbols pj;0(r; y; ; ) :=
ep
j
(0; y; r; r) and set h0(r; y; z; ) :=eh(0; y; z; r), the relation (1.1.7) implies
op
r
(p0)(y; )  op
M
(h0)(y; ) 2 C1(;L 1(X^;Rq)):
The local edge-degenerate symbols p
j
(r; x; y; %; ; ) give rise to homogeneous
principal symbols in (%; ; ) 6= 0 of order , denoted by 
 
(op
r
(p))(r; x; y; %; ; ).
As usual, these are invariantly defined functions on T (R+ X ) n 0.
1.2. Asymptotics and Green operators. Our next objective is to study particu-
lar operator-valued symbols, acting in weighted Sobolev spaces on X^1 [X^2 and map-
ping to spaces with asymptotics. Since symbols depend on variables and covariables
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(y; ), asymptotics also will be variable; in fact they will depend on y (not on ). For
this reason we need a sufficiently flexible concept of asymptotics, not only discrete but
also so called continuous ones. To introduce basic notions, we first look at a single
cone X^.
Let us define subspaces Ks;
P
(X^) of Ks; (X^) with asymptotics of type P , associ-
ated with weight data g = ( ;2) where 2 = (#; 0],  1  # < 0, is a weight interval.
By a discrete asymptotic type P we understand a sequence P = f(p
j
;m
j
; L
j
)g
j=0;:::;N
for an N = N(P ) that is finite for finite 2, where
CP := fpj gj=0;:::;N 

z 2 C :
n + 1
2
   + # < Re z <
n + 1
2
  

;
n = dimX, and (for the case N(P ) = 1) Rep
j
!  1 as j ! 1, further m
j
2 N,
while L
j
 C
1(X) is a subspace of finite dimension. Set
K
s;
2
(X^) = lim
  
">0
Ks; # "(X^)
endowed with the Fre´chet topology of the projective limit. If 2 is finite, we denote by
E
P
(X^) the vector space whose elements are all the functions which are of the form
u(r; x) = !(r)
X
(p
j
;m
j
;L
j
)2P
m
j
X
k=0

jk
(x)r pj logk r;
where ! is a fixed cut-off function and 
jk
2 L
j
. Observe that then E
P
(X^) 
K1; (X^), and we have E
P
(X^)\Ks;
2
(X^) = f0g. We then set Ks;
P
(X^) := Ks;
2
(X^)+
E
P
(X^) in the Fre´chet topology of the direct sum. To define Ks;
P
(X^) for # =  1 we
choose an arbitrary sequence f#
k
g
k2N, such that #k+1 < #k < 0 and limk!1 #k =  1,
set
P
k
=

(p;m;L) 2 P : n + 1
2
   + #
k
< Rep <
n + 1
2
  

and define
(1.2.1) Ks;
P
k
(X^) := Ks;
2
k
(X^) + E
P
k
(X^)
where 2
k
:= (#
k
; 0]. This is a direct sum for every k, and the corresponding Fre´chet
topology in (1.2.1) is independent of the choice of !. We have Ks;
P
k+1
(X^) ,! Ks;
P
k
(X^)
for all k, and we then set
K
s;
P
(X^) = lim
  
k2N
K
s;
P
k
(X^)
in the (Fre´chet) topology of the projective limit. The elements of E
P
k
(X^) are called
singular functions of the discrete asymptotics for the cone.
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To pass to continuous asymptotics we first reinterpret the discrete ones in the fol-
lowing form. Let us first assume that 2 is finite; then K := CP is a finite set. Choose
a (say, smooth) curve C in the strip (n+1)=2  +# < Re z < (n+1)=2  surrounding
the set K counter-clockwise. Fix a cut-off function, and set f (z) := M
 (n=2)(!u)(z)
for u 2 Ks;
P
(X^). The function f is then a meromorphic (C1(X)-valued) function
with poles at p
j
of multiplicities m
j
+ 1 and Laurent coefficients k!( 1)k
jk
(x) at (z 
p
j
) (k+1), where 
jk
2 L
j
, 0  k  m
j
, j = 0; : : : ; N(P ). We have also
(1.2.2) u(r)  !(r)
2i
Z
C
f (z)r z dz 2 Ks;
2
(X^):
This relation has the following more general background. Let f (z) be an arbitrary
meromorphic C1(X)-valued function with the indicated poles, multiplicities and Lau-
rent coefficients. Then with f we can associate an analytic functional 
f
in C carried
by K , namely
(1.2.3) 

f
; h

:=
1
2i
Z
C
f (z)h(z) dz; h 2 A(C):
In the present notation we just have
(1.2.4) 

f
; h

=
X
j
m
j
X
k=0
( 1)k
jk
(x) d
k
dz
k
h(z)




z=p
j
:
In other words, if we denote for a moment by F (K) the set of all meromorphic func-
tions f associated with P in the described way, we have
E
P
(X^) = 

f
; r
 z

!(r) : f 2 F (K)	 :
Thus, we can produce all singular functions in terms of a certain set of C1(X)-valued
analytic functionals carried by K = CP . The idea of continuous asymptotics is now to
replace K by an arbitrary compact set in C, the so-called “carrier of P ,” and to admit
arbitrary  2 A0(K;C1(X)), see, e.g., [23] for details. Here A0(K) denotes the space
of all (scalar) analytic functionals carried by K in its (nuclear) Fre´chet topology, and
A0(K;E) (= A0(K)
ˆ

E) for any Fre´chet space E is the corresponding vector-valued
variant.
If P is an asymptotic type connected with weight data ( ;2) (discrete or contin-
uous), we set
(1.2.5) S
P
(X^) =
n
!u + (1  !)v : u 2 K1;
P
(X^); v 2 S R+; C1(X)

o
for any cut-off function !. Clearly the space (1.2.5) is independent of the specific !
and is Fre´chet in a natural way.
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REMARK 1.4. The spaces Ks; (X^) are equipped with a strongly continuous
group of isomorphisms fn

g
2R+ , defined by (n

u)(r; x) = (n+1)=2u(r; x) where n =
dimX. In addition the spaces Ks;
P
(X^) as well as S
P
(X^) (both for discrete and con-
tinuous asymptotic types P ) can be written as projective limits of Hilbert spaces
fH
j
g
j2N with continuous embeddings Hj+1 ,! Hj for all j and H0 = Ks; (X^), where
f
n

g
2R+ restricts to a strongly continuous group of isomorphisms on every Hj .
DEFINITION 1.5. Let X and Y be closed compact C1 manifolds, n = dimX,
m = dim Y , and choose reals  ; Æ 2 R and a weight interval 2 = (#; 0],  1  # < 0.
Then C
G
(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ;2)) is defined to be the space of all continuous maps
G : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^) ! K1;Æ+(m=2)(Y^);
s 2 R, that induce continuous operators
G : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^) ! SÆ+(m=2)
P
(Y^)
and
G
 : Ks (m=2); Æ+(m=2)(Y^) ! S +(n=2)
Q
(X^)
for all s 2 R, with asymptotic types P 2 As(Y; (Æ + (m=2);2)) and Q 2 As(X; (  +
(n=2);2)). Here G is the formal adjoint of G in the sense
(Au; v)K0;m=2(Y^) = (u;Av)K0;n=2(X^)
for all u 2 C10 (X^), v 2 C10 (Y^) via the scalar products of K0;n=2(X^) and
K0;m=2(Y^), respectively. The elements of C
G
(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ;2)) are called Green op-
erators of the transmission cone algebra with continuous asymptotics.
REMARK 1.6. An analogous definition makes sense for discrete asymptotic types
P;Q. Moreover, there is a straightforward extension of Definition 1.5 to operators
Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^; E) ! K1;Æ+(m=2)(Y^; F )
acting between distributional sections of vector bundles E on X^ and F on Y^, en-
dowed with suitable Hermitian metrics (with an obvious generalisation of asymptotic
types), cf. Section 2.1 below.
1.3. Mellin operators with asymptotics. We now turn to a specific class of
pseudo-differential operators on X^ = R+ X 3 (r; x) for a compact, closed C1 man-
ifold X, based on the Mellin transform in r 2 R+, with operator-valued symbols that
reflect asymptotics. A sequence
(1.3.1) R := f(p
j
;m
j
; L
j
)g
j2Z
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is called a discrete asymptotic type for Mellin symbols, if for CR := fpj gj2Z  C
the set CR \ fz :   Re z  0g is finite for every   0, moreover, mj 2 N,
and L
j
 L
 1(X) are finite-dimensional subspaces of operators of finite rank. We
also admit finite sequences (1.3.1), where a triple (p;m;L) may be ignored as soon
as L = f0g.
M
 1
R
(X) for R given as (1.3.1) is defined to be the set of all f 2 A(C n CR;
L
 1(X)) such that f is meromorphic with poles at p
j
of multiplicity m
j
+ 1 and
Laurent coefficients at (z  p
j
) (k+1) in L
j
for 0  k  m
j
, where
(z)f (z)j
0

2 S(0

; L
 1(X))
for every real , uniformly in compact -intervals; here  denotes any CR-excision
function, that is  2 C1(C) and (z) = 0 in a neighbourhood of CR and (z) = 1
for dist(z; CR) > " for some " > 0.
Let us now pass to an analogue of continuous asymptotics. First, fix  < 0, and
let M 1
O
(X)(;0) defined to be the set of all h 2 A(f < Re z < 0g; L 1(X)) such that
hj
0

2 L
 1(X;0

) for every real , uniformly in compact -intervals of (; 0). Then,
define V as the system of all closed subsets V  C such that V \ fz 2 C :   Re z 

0
g is compact for every   0 and z0; z1 2 V , Re z0 = Re z1 implies (1 )z0+z1 2 V
for all 0    1. Now, let V 2 V and set V(;0) := V \ f  Re z  0g, which is a
compact set. There is then a map
A0(V(;0); L 1(X)) ! A(C n V(;0); L 1(X));
 7! f

, by setting f

(z) := M
 ;r!z
 


w
; !(r)r w, with the weighted Mellin trans-
form M

for any  < 1=2   0. The space F
V(;0) of all functions f that belong to
A(CnV(;0); L 1(X)) is isomorphic to A0(V(;0); L 1(X)), and therefore has a canon-
ical Fre´chet topology. We then define M 1
V
(X)(;0) as the space of all elements h(z) +
f

(z)j
f<Re z<0g for h 2 M 1O (X)(;0),  2 A0(V(;0); L 1(X)), endowed with the topol-
ogy of the non-direct sum of M 1
O
(X)(;0) + FV(;0) taken in the space A(f < Re z <

0
g nV(;0); L 1(X)) (clearly the space FV(;0) depends on the choice of ! but the non-
direct sum is independent of the specific cut-off function). Notice that for any e  ,

0
e
0 we have a continuous embedding M 1
V
(X)(e;e0) ,! M 1
V
(X)(;0). We then de-
fine the space
M
 1
V
(X) := lim
  
N2N
M
 1
V
(X)( N;N)
as a projective limit. The elements of M 1
V
(X) are interpreted as smoothing Mellin
symbols with continuous asymptotics of type V . Setting again n = dimX, if !(r) and
e!(r) are cut-off functions, with every f 2 M 1
V
(X) we can associate a continuous
operator
(1.3.2) ! op
M
(f )e! : Ks;+(n=2)(X^) ! K1;+(n=2)(X^);
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provided that V \ 0(1=2)  = ;. More precisely, (1.3.2) induces continuous operators
! op
M
(f )e! : Ks;+(n=2)
P
(X^) ! K1;+(n=2)
Q
(X^)
for every P 2 As(X; ( + (n=2);2)) and some resulting Q 2 As(X; ( + (n=2);2)), that
depends on P and f , not on s 2 R. A similar result is true for discrete asymptotic
types R for Mellin symbols instead of V and discrete asymptotic types eP ;eQ in place
of P;Q, cf. the notation in Section 1.2. Recall that some Riemannian metric on X is
kept fixed. There is then an identification between L 1(X) and the space of integral
operators on X with kernels in C1(XX). Let us now generalise the construction of
spaces of smoothing Mellin symbols to the case Y X. To simplify notation, we iden-
tify the space of all operators
T
s2R L(H s(X); H1(Y )) with the space C1(Y X) via
integral kernels. Let As(X; Y ) denote the set of all sequences (1.3.1) with (p
j
;m
j
) 2
C N as before, while L
j
is a finite-dimensional subspace of C1(Y X).
Let M 1
R
(X; Y ) for R 2 As(X; Y ) denote the set of all f (z) 2A(CnCR;C1(Y
X)) such that f (z) is meromorphic with poles at the points p
j
of multiplicities m
j
+
1 and Laurent coefficients at (z   p
j
)k+1, 0  k  m
j
, in L
j
, where (z)f (z) 2
S(0

; C
1(Y X)) for every  2 R, uniformly in compact -intervals, for every CR-
excision function  .
In a similar manner, for every V 2 V we can define a Fre´chet space M 1
V
(X; Y )
by replacing L 1(X) in the above construction by C1(Y X). The extension of this
definition that allows us to introduce the space M 1
V
(X; Y ;E;F ) with closed compact
manifolds X; Y and vector bundles E 2 Vect(X), F 2 Vect(Y ), is immediate, cf. Re-
mark 1.6.
DEFINITION 1.7. Let X; Y be smooth closed, compact manifolds and E 2
Vect(X), F 2 Vect(Y ) vector bundles, further ( ; Æ;2),  ; Æ 2 R, 2 = ( (k+1); 0], k 2
N weight data. Then, the space C
M+G(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ;2);E; F ) is defined to be the set
of all the operators A = M +G where G is a Green operator in C
G
(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ;2);
E;F ) (as introduced in Definition 1.5 and Remark 1.6) while
M = r
Æ 
!
k
X
j=0
r
j
n
op
M
(f
j
) + ope
M
 
e
f
j

o
e! :
Ks;+(n=2)(X^; E) ! K1;Æ+(m=2)(Y^; F )
(1.3.3)
with f
j
2 M
 1
W
j
(X; Y ;E;F ), ef
j
2 M
 1
e
W
j
(X; Y ;E;F ) and reals  = (j );e = e(j )
such that W
j
\ 0(1=2)  = ;, eWj \ 0(1=2) e = ;, j +     , j + e    e,
j = 0; : : : ; k. The space C
M+G(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ;2);E;F ) for the infinite weight interval
2 = ( 1; 0] is defined by taking intersections over the corresponding spaces for 2
k
=
( k; 0], k 2 N.
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Note that the terms involving ef
j
, j = 1; : : : ; k in (1.3.3) can be suppressed in the
case of discrete asymptotics. Moreover, in the case 2 = ( (k + 1); 0], a term like those
in the sum (1.3.3) with j  k + 1 is in fact a Green operator. Let us set
(1.3.4) M(M)(z) := f0(z) + ef 0(z)
regarded as a z-dependent family of continuous operators
M(M) : H s(X;E) ! H s(Y; F );
s 2 R, called the principal conormal symbol of the operator M .
REMARK 1.8. The choice of the weights ;e (under the mentioned conditions)
as well as of cut-off functions !;e! is arbitrary. If eM is an expression of analogous
structure as M in (1.3.3) with the same Mellin symbols but other weights or cut-off
functions, then we have M   eM 2 C
G
(X^; Y^; ( ; Æ; ( 1; 0]);E;F ). In view of this,
except for j = 0 (where necessarily (0) = e(0) =  ), we can choose them in a ‘nor-
malised way,’ setting (j ) =    (1=3), e(j ) =    (2=3) for j = 1; : : : ; k.
Proposition 1.9. Let !;e! be cut-off functions, and let f (z) 2 M 1
V
(X; Y ), V 2
V , where V \ 01=2  = ; for some  2 R. Then
(1.3.5) ! op
M
(f )e! : Ks;+(n=2)(X^) ! K1;+(m=2)(Y^)
is a continuous operator for all s 2 R, and (1.3.5) induces continuous operators
! op
M
(f )e! : Ks;+(n=2)
P
(X^) ! K1;+(m=2)
Q
(Y^)
for every P 2 As(X; ( + (n=2);2)) with some Q 2 As(Y; ( + (m=2);2)), s 2 R. In
addition the formal adjoint of (1.3.5) in the sense (Au; v)K0;m=2(Y^) = (u;Av)K0;n=2(X^)
for all u 2 C10 (X^), v 2 C10 (Y^) has the form
e! op 
M
 
f
()
!
where f ()(z) := f (1   z ) with subscript  denoting the pointwise formal adjoint in
the sense (f '; )
L
2(Y ) = ('; f  )L2(X) for all ' 2 C1(X),  2 C1(Y ).
1.4. Transmission algebras. Let us now introduce algebras of block matrix op-
erators on X^1 [X
^
2 , that we call transmission algebras. Let us fix weights  ; Æ 2 R, a
weight interval 2 = ( (k + 1); 0], k 2 N, vector bundles E
j
; F
j
2 Vect(X^
j
), j = 1; 2.
Set v := (E1; F1;E2; F2) and g = ( ; Æ;2). We will also use the following abbrevi-
ations: X^ := (X^1 ; X^2 ), n := (n1; n2), E := (E1; E2), F := (F1; F2). Similar notation
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will be used for pairs of asymptotic types, P := (P1; P2), Q := (Q1;Q2), and for direct
sums of spaces,
C
1
0 (X^;E) :=
C
1
0 (X^1 ; E1)

C
1
0 (X^2 ; E2)
; H
s+(n=2)(X^;E) :=
H
s+(n1=2)(X^1 ; E1)

H
s+(n2=2)(X^2 ; E2)
;
Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^;E) :=
Ks+(n1=2);+(n1=2)(X^1 ; E1)

Ks+(n2=2);+(n2=2)(X^2 ; E2)
; S
+(n=2)
P (X^;E) :=
S
+(n1=2)
P1
(X^1 ; E1)

S
+(n2=2)
P2
(X^2 ; E2)
;
as well as for Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)P (X^;E). We will use the subscript ‘(P)’ when a formula
or result holds in the cases with and without asymptotics.
To define the elements of our transmission algebra, we need to recall briefly the
concept of symbol with exit behaviour and some notions about the corresponding
pseudo-differential calculus. To keep the notation simple, here we limit our description
to the scalar case, but operators on bundles can be considered as well. More details
about the exit calculus and its extension to the manifolds with exits (see below) can
be found in [4], [5], [17], [19], [23] and the references listed therein.
A smooth function p 2 C1(Rn  Rn) is an exit symbol belonging to the class
S
;Æ(Rn), ; Æ 2 R, if jD

D

x
p(x;  )j  C

hi
 jj
hxi
Æ jj for any x;  and all ; ,
with suitable positive constants C

. The associated pseudo-differential operator P =
op(p) is defined in the standard way, and it turns out to be continuous on S(Rn) and
extendable to a continuous operator on S 0(Rn): we denote by L;Æ(Rn) the class of
all operators with symbol p 2 S;Æ(Rn). This gives a graded algebra of operators, in
the sense that L;Æ(Rn) L0;Æ0(Rn)  L+0;Æ+Æ0 (Rn). The residual class L 1; 1(Rn) is
given by all the integral operators whose kernel is in S(Rn  Rn).
In addition to the usual principal symbol 
 
(P ), an operator P 2 L;0(M) on a
manifold with exits M has another principal symbol, the so-called exit symbol e(P ),
which is the equivalence class of the symbol p 2 S;0(M) of P in the space S;0(M)Æ
S
">0 S
; "(M), i.e.,
(1.4.1) e(p) =

pe 2 S
;Æ(M) : p   pe 2 S;Æ "(M) for some " > 0
	
:
Note that the exit symbol has an invariant meaning on M , and it behaves multiplica-
tively with respect to the operator composition, i.e. e(PQ) = e(P )e(Q), in the sense
of multiplication of equivalence classes.
Finally, we fix arbitrary cut-off functions !, e!, e! (their specific choice is unim-
portant, but, for convenience, we assume !e! = !, !e! = e!).
DEFINITION 1.10. The space C(X^; g; v) is defined to be the set of all opera-
tors of the form
(1.4.2) A = diag(A1; A2) + M + G;
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where the ingredients are as follows:
(i) A
j
= r
Æ 
! op
M
(h
j
)e! + (1   !)A
j 
(1   e!), for arbitrary symbols h
j
(r; z) 2
C
1
 
R+;M

O
(X
j
;E
j
; F
j
) and operators A
j 
2 L
;0(X^
j
;E
j
; F
j
), j = 1; 2;
(ii) M + G = (M
ij
+ G
ij
)
i;j=1;2 is a block matrix of operators belonging to CM+G(X^
j
;
X
^
i
; ( ; Æ;2);E
j
; F
i
).
We write C
M+G(X; g; v) or CG(X; g; v) for the subspaces of operators (1.4.2)
where A1 and A2 vanish or, respectively, A1, A2 and M vanish. Setting for a moment
g
k
:= ( ; Æ; ( (k + 1); 0]), we can pass to a space C(X^; g; v) for g = ( ; Æ; ( 1; 0])
by
C

 
X^; g; v

=
\
k2N
C

 
X^; g
k
; v

:
All essential elements of our calculus for a finite weight interval ( (k + 1); 0] remain
true also for 2 = ( 1; 0]; for this reason we mainly discuss the finite case.
Theorem 1.11. An operator A 2 C(X^; g; v) induces continuous operators
A : K
s+(n=2);+(n=2)
(P)
 
X^;E

! K
s +(n=2);Æ+(n=2)
(Q)
 
X^;F

for every s 2 R and every pair of asymptotic types P with some resulting Q, depen-
dent on P and on A.
The components of asymptotic types P := (P1; P2) and Q := (Q1;Q2) are assumed
to be associated to weight data corresponding to the weights in the spaces and the
chosen weight interval 2 = ( (k + 1); 0], and we admit discrete as well as continuous
asymptotic types.
Proof. The only terms that have to be explicitly considered are those from M , in
particular the mixed terms M21 and M12, that have been treated in Proposition 1.9. The
other ingredients of A belong to the standard cone algebras on X^
j
, j = 1; 2, except
for G21 and G12, where the mapping properties follow from Definition 1.5.
We now pass to the symbolic structure of operators A 2 C(X^; g; v). First, for
the operators A
j
in (1.4.2) we have homogeneous principal symbols of order  that
are (up to weight factors) Fuchs-degenerate near r = 0, namely
(1.4.3) 
 
(A
j
) : 
j
E
j
! 

j
F
j
;
where 
j
: T X^
j
n 0 ! X^
j
denotes the canonical projections. Locally, near r = 0 we
can write
(1.4.4) 
 
(A
j
)(r; x
j
; %; 
j
) = rÆ e
 
(A
j
)(r; x
j
;e%; 
j
)j
e%=r%
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for bundle homomorphisms e
 
(A
j
) that are smooth in r up to r = 0. To illustrate
this structure in more detail, let us look at the scalar case, i.e., trivial bundles of fiber
dimension 1. Then, as is known from Mellin pseudo-differential operators of the pre-
scribed form, in local coordinates x
j
2 Rnj on X
j
the operators A
j
have amplitude
functions p
j
(r; x
j
; %; 
j
) = rÆ ep
j
(r; x
j
;e%; 
j
)j
e%=r% where epj
 
r; x
j
;e%; 
j

2 S

cl

R+ 
6  R
n
j
+1
e%;
j

, 6  Rnj open. In other words, locally A
j
is equal to op
r;x
j
(p
j
)
mod L 1(R+  6). Then, e (Aj ) just corresponds to the homogeneous principal part
of ep
j
of order .
As A
j
is, in particular, an operator in L;0(X^
j
; E
j
; F
j
), it admits an invariantly
defined exit symbol e(Aj ) := e(Aj ), cf. (1.4.1). The pair e(A) = (e(A1); e(A2)) is
called the exit symbol of the operator A.
Finally, the principal conormal symbol M(A) is defined to be the family of maps
(1.4.5) M(A)(z) = diag(M(A1)(z); M(A2)(z)) + M(M)(z)
where, according to the common cone calculus,
M(Aj ) = hj (0; z); j = 1; 2;
cf. Definition 1.10 (i), and
M(M)(z) = (M(Mjk)(z))j;k=1;2;
cf. the formula (1.4.5). Note that M(A) gives rise to a z-dependent family of maps
M(A) : H s(X;E) ! H s (X;F), where we have used the same letters for the restric-
tions of the bundles to the cone bases X1; X2. Let us set
(1.4.6)  (A) = (
 
(A); M(A); e(A));
called the symbol of A.
Let us now pass to the composition of operators
A 2 C
(X^; g; v); B 2 C(X^;h;w)
for g = ( ; Æ;2), v = (F1;G1;F2;G2) and h = (;  ;2), w = (E1; F1;E2; F2). Set
g Æ h = (; Æ;2), v Æ w = (E1;G1;E2;G2).
Theorem 1.12. We have AB 2 C+(X^; g Æ h; v Æ w) and  (AB) =  (A)  (B)
with componentwise composition, where

 
(AB) = 
 
(A)
 
(B); e(AB) = e(A)e(B);
M(AB)(z) =
 
T
 
M(A)(z)

M(B)(z):
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If A or B belongs to the class with subscript M + G or G, then the same is true of
the composition.
Proof. Let us write A = diag(A1; A2) + M + G and B = diag(B1; B2) + M 0 + G0,
where the various terms are described in Definition 1.10. The product is of the type
diag(A1B1; A2B2) + C, and, due to the algebra property in the case of a single cone,
we only have to show that C 2 C
M+G(X^; g Æ h; v Æ w). Most of the terms appear-
ing in the diagonal components of C turn out to be of the correct type, since they
come from compositions of operators belonging to the cone algebras on X^1 and X^2 .
Moreover, all the compositions with Green operators coming from G and G0 are Green
operators, as one can easily verify by their mapping properties, cf. Definition 1.5 and
Theorem 1.11. In addition to this the terms of the block (21) are of the same nature
of those of the block (12), by exchanging the role of X^1 and X^2 . So the only terms
that we have to examine explicitly are Q11 = M12M 021, Q22 = M21M 012, Q112 = A1M 012,
Q
2
12 = M12B2, Q
3
12 = M11M
0
12 and Q412 = M12M 022. For simplicity, we consider, from
now on, trivial bundles.
Let us start by focusing on Q11. Of course, it is enough to take into account
only one of the terms arising from this composition. Adapting Lemmas 2.3.69, 2.3.70
and 2.3.72 of [23] to the present situation, we can, modulo Green remainders, modify
the expressions of M and M 0 by commuting r powers with Mellin operators having
meromorphic smoothing symbol, changing the cut-off functions and shifting the weight
lines, provided that the carriers of the asymptotics do not meet the weight lines them-
selves, cf. Remark 1.8.
Similarly, cf. Lemma 2.3.73 of [23], we have
!1 op
M
(f )(1  !) op
M
(f 0)!2 2 CG
 
X
^
1 ; X
^
1 ; ( ;  ; ( 1; 0])

for arbitrary cut-off functions !;!1; !2 and smoothing meromorphic symbols f 0 2
M
 1
V
0
(X1; X2), f 2 M 1
V
(X2; X1), when the carriers V and V 0 do not intersect the
weight line 0(1=2)  . Then, modulo Green remainders, it suffices to consider terms of
the kind
r
Æ 
!r
j+ op
M
(T  f )!r +j 0+ 0+  op
M

T
 
0
f
0

r
 
0
!
with j +     , j 0 + 0     0, and we can follow the same argument of the last
part of the proof of Theorem 2.3.84 of [23], obtaining smoothing Mellin operators on
X1 of the type
(1.4.7) rÆ !rj+j 0 ope
M

T
  j
0
f

f
0

!
with j + j 0 +e   e .
The required property for Q312 follows in the same way, since the involved terms
are essentially of the same kind of those in Q11 (the only difference being the fact that
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M11 takes values in operators with kernel in C1(X1 X1) instead of C1(X1 X2)).
Now, note that Q112 = rÆ ! op

M
(h1)e!M 012 + (1 !)A1 
 
1 e!

M
0
12. The first term
can again be treated as above, if h does not depend on r: indeed, h1 is holomorphic
and its pointwise composition with the symbols f
j
, ef
j
appearing in M 012 gives an op-
erator with kernel in C1(X1  X1). In the general case, the result is obtained via a
Taylor expansion argument, since remainders with high enough r power are Green op-
erators, cf. the proof of Proposition 2.3.69 and Theorem 2.4.15 in [23]. Choosing a
suitable cut-off function !0, the second term can be written as H = (1   !)A1 
 
1  
e
!

!
0
M
0
12. Since
 
1   e!

!
0
2 C
1
0 (R+), it turns out, by the mapping properties of the
involved factors, that H is again a Green operator.
Finally, Q22, Q212 and Q412 can be treated as Q11, Q112 and Q312, respectively.
The symbolic rules for the  - and e-components of  (AB) are immediate, both
following from the usual composition rules for the diagonal non-smoothing terms of A
and B. The formula for M(AB) is a consequence of the similar one for the standard
cone algebra and of (1.4.7) with j = j 0 = 0.
For A 2 C(X^; g; v), g = ( ; Æ; ( (k + 1); 0]), v = (E1; F1;E2; F2) we can define
the formal adjoint by (Au; v)K0;n=2(X^;F) = (u;Av)K0;n=2(X^;E) for u 2 C10 (X^;E), v 2
C
1
0 (X^;F), cf. Definition 1.5. We omit the proof of the next theorems, which follows
by Definition 1.5, Proposition 1.9 and the similar result for the standard cone algebra.
Theorem 1.13. A 2 C(X^; g; v) implies A 2 C(X^; g; v) for g = ( Æ;  ;
( (k + 1); 0]), v = (F1; E1;F2; E2) and we have  (A) =  (A), where  refers to
each component in the symbolic triple. More precisely, 
 
(A) is the adjoint symbol
from the standard pseudo-differential calculus, M(A)(z) = T  ÆM(A), while e(A)
is again the standard rule from the exit calculus of pseudo-differential operators.
DEFINITION 1.14. An operator A 2 C(X^; g; v) (in the notation of Defini-
tion 1.10) is said to be elliptic, if it is elliptic with respect to the three components
of  (A), that is
(i) the interior symbols (1.4.3) are bundle isomorphisms, j = 1; 2, where also e
 
(A
j
)
from (1.4.4) are isomorphisms up to r = 0;
(ii) the conormal symbol M(A)(z) : H s+(n=2)(X;E) ! H s +(n=2)(X;F) is a family of
isomorphisms for all z 2 0(1=2)  ;
(iii) the exit symbol e(A) is elliptic.
Given an operator A 2 C(X^; g; v), a P 2 C (X^; g 1; v 1) for g 1 = (Æ;  ;2),
v
 1
= (F1; E1;F2; E2) is called a parametrix of A if
(1.4.8) C
l
:= 1  PA and C
r
= 1  AP
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belong to C
G
(X^; g
l
; v
l
) and C
G
(X^; g
r
; v
r
), respectively, where
g
l
= ( ;  ;2); v
l
= (E1; E1;E2; E2);
g
r
= (Æ; Æ;2); v
r
= (F1; F1;F2; F2):
Theorem 1.15. Let A 2 C(X^; g; v) be elliptic. Then, A admits a parametrix
P 2 C
 (X^; g 1; v 1).
The following three theorems are consequence of Theorem 1.15, by arguments
similar to those valid for the standard cone algebra.
Theorem 1.16. For an operator A 2 C(X^; g; v) the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) A is elliptic;
(ii) the operator
(1.4.9) A : Ks;+(n=2)(X^;E) ! Ks ;Æ+(n=2)(X^;F)
is Fredholm for certain s 2 R.
Theorem 1.17. Let A 2 C(X^; g; v) be an element that induces a Fredholm op-
erator (1.4.9) for certain fixed s 2 R. Then A is a Fredholm operator (1.4.9) for ar-
bitrary s 2 R. The parametrix P of A can be chosen in such a way that C
l
is a pro-
jection to V := kerA and C
r
a projection to a complement W of ImA for every fixed
s 2 R. Moreover, there are asymptotic types P and Q such that V  S+(n=2)P (X^;E)
and the space W can be chosen to be a finite dimensional subspace of SÆ+(n=2)Q (X^;F)
such that ImA + W = Ks ;Æ+(n=2)(X^;F) and ImA \W = f0g for all s 2 R.
Theorem 1.18. Let A 2 C(X^; g; v) be an operator such that
(1.4.10) A : Ks; (X^;E) ! Ks ;Æ(X^;F)
is an isomorphism for a s = s0 2 R. Then (1.4.10) is invertible for all s 2 R and
A
 1
2 C
 (X^; g 1; v 1).
2. The edge symbolic calculus
2.1. Spaces with edges and model cones of different dimensions. Spaces with
edges we are talking about can locally be formulated in terms of wedges X1  for
(in simplest cases) a closed compact C1 manifold X and an open set   Rq . Con-
structions will always be given in a splitting of variables on (X1nfvg) = X^ 3
(r; x; y), and we then have to observe invariance under an admitted cocycle of transi-
tion maps. A system of diffeomorphisms  : (X1 n fvg)   ! X^   is said to
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be a wedge structure on X1   if for every two elements 1 and 2 of that system
the transition map 2 11 : X^   ! X^   is the restriction of a diffeomorphism
R  X   ! R  X   to R+  X  . In other words, we also get a cocycle
of transitions R+  X   ! R+  X   (that are smooth up to r = 0). Looking at
the components of these maps (r; x; y) ! (er(r; x; y);ex(r; x; y);ey(r; x; y)) we then have
er(0; x; y) = 0 and ey(0; x; y) only depends on y, i.e., y !ey induces a diffeomorphism
! .
A manifold W with edge Y is defined as a topological space, such that W nY and
Y are C1 manifolds, and that points y 2 Y have neighbourhoods modeled by X1;
then Y itself has local coordinates in . Together with the cocycle of transition maps
X
^
! X
^
 for W nY near Y we also have the maps R+X! R+X
that allow us to interpret W n Y as
R
W for a C1 manifold W with boundary W
that is a X bundle over Y . The transition maps for W are just given by (x; y) !
(ex;ey )j
r=0. For convenience, in the following we content ourselves with the case that
W is a trivial X bundle, i.e., W = XY , and that the splittings of variables (r; x; y)
near W are chosen in such a way that we have (r; x; y) ! (er;ex;ey ) = (r; x;ey ) for
0  r < " for some " > 0.
Global operators on W will be connected with vector bundles E 2 Vect(W) and
J 2 Vect(Y ), and we want to fix some notation. By definition, W has a neighbour-
hood of the form [0; 1)XY in the corresponding splitting of variables (r; x; y), and
with E we obtain an associated bundle Ej[0;1)XY , that can be regarded as a pull-
back of Ej
f0gXY to [0; 1)X  Y under the canonical projection [0; 1)X  Y !
f0g  X  Y , (r; x; y) ! (0; x; y). A similar projection R+  X  Y ! f0g  X  Y
gives rise to a pull-back of Ej
f0gXY to R+XY . For convenience, we employ for
these bundles the same letter E; it will be clear from the context where E is given.
Moreover, in every E 2 Vect(W) we fix a Hermitian metric in such a way that the
induced metric on Ej[0;1)XY does not depend on r 2 [0; 1), and we then take a sim-
ilar r-independent Hermitian metric on the pull-back to R+  X  Y . In this way, the
space K0;n=2(X^; E
y
), for n = dimX and E
y
:= Ej
X
^
fyg
, is equipped with a scalar
product that will be taken below in the definition of adjoints, similarly to adjoints in
the cone calculus, cf. Section 1.2 above. In local considerations with respect to coor-
dinate neighbourhoods U on Y , we also have restrictions of bundles E on X^  Y to
X
^
 U , and then, analogously to trivialisations of bundles in the usual sense, it will
be admitted to regard Ej
X
^
U
as a pull-back of Ej
X
^
fyg
to X^U under the projec-
tion X^U ! X^. Again, we will use the same letter E for the local version of the
bundle. It will then make sense to talk about spaces like
(2.1.1) C1  U  Rq ;L  Ks; (X^; E);Kes;e (X^; F )
for bundles E;F 2 Vect(W), etc., where in (2.1.1) we mean the local versions of the
bundles we just described. Our calculus below will have the right invariance properties
that justify these conventions.
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Let us now pass to configurations with edges where the model cones are of dif-
ferent dimension. The simplest examples are Cartesian products W = X1  Y , where
X1 is as in the introduction a cone with base manifolds X1; : : : ; XN of different di-
mension. In general we assume that W is a topological space with a subspace Y such
that W n Y is the disjoint union of spaces of the form intW
j
, for manifolds W
j
, j =
1; : : : ; N , with the same edge Y as described before, and W has, locally near Y , the
structure X1  for some open subset   Rq (which corresponds to a chart on Y ).
We then define the stretched space W associated with W as the quotient space of the
disjoint union W1[  [WN that identifies the different copies of Y . In particular, the
stretched space of W = X1Y is equal to W =
n
S
N
j=1 R+ Xj
o
Y . For convenience,
we also write W = (W1; : : : ;WN ) keeping in mind the mentioned identification map.
In the following we assume W to be compact.
As before, for simplicity, from now on we consider the case N = 2, and we
use shortened notation analogous to those used in Section 1, in particular also for di-
agonal matrix block operators hin=2 := diag
 
hi
n1=2
; hi
n2=2

, 
n

:= diag
 

n1

; 
n2


,

n=2

n

:= diag
 

n1=2

n1

; 
n2=2

n2


. Moreover intW := (intW1; intW2), while, for any
J

2 Vect(Y ), we set v := (E1; F1;E2; F2; J ; J+) for the bundle data. The abbrevia-
tion w := (E1; F1;E2; F2; j ; j+) for local bundle data will be used for the description
of the symbolic structures below, where, making use of the mentioned abuse of nota-
tion, the local bundles are obtained from E
j
; F
j
2 Vect(W
j
), j = 1; 2, as explained
before.
Typical differential operators on intW are (because of locality) pairs of indepen-
dently given differential operators A
j
on intW
j
, j = 1; 2. They will be assumed to be
edge-degenerate, i.e., differential operators with smooth coefficients that, in the split-
ting of variables (r; x; y) 2 R+ Xj  close to the edge, are of the form
(2.1.2) A
j
= r
 
X
k+jj
a
jk
(r; y)

 r

r

k
(rD
y
)
with coefficients a
jk
2 C
1
 
R+;Diff (k+jj)(Xj )

, j = 1; 2. Examples are Laplace-
Beltrami operators belonging to ‘wedge’-metrics
dr
2 + r2g
X
j
(r; y) + dy2
with Riemannian metrics g
X
j
on X
j
, smoothly dependent on (r; y) 2 R+ , j = 1; 2.
For the analysis it will be adequate to take the same axial variable r on both sides
close to the edge; in fact, r is nothing else than the ‘distance’ variable of a point in
W to the edge, regardless of the side. As we will see below, objects of interests are
the principal edge symbols of edge-degenerate operators; in the case (2.1.2) we have
(2.1.3) 
3
(A
j
)(y; ) = r 
X
k+jj
a
jk
(0; y)

 r

r

k
(rD
y
)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for (y; ) 2 T  n 0.
The program of this section is a calculus of edge-degenerate pseudo-differential
operators on W . Because of pseudo-locality, information between both sides is
exchanged only on the level of a specific kind of smoothing operators. A main con-
cept in the discussion below is the following notion of operator-valued symbol. For
details, the reader can refer, e.g., to [23].
DEFINITION 2.1. Consider an open set   Rq ,  2 R, and Hilbert spaces
H;
e
H endowed with strongly continuous groups of isomorphisms 

, e

,  2 R+. Then
S

 
  Rq ;H; eH

denotes the space of all a 2 C1
 
  Rq;L
 
H;
e
H

satisfying


e
 1
hi

D

y
D


a(y; )	
hi


L(H;eH)  Khi jj for all ;  2 Nq ,  2 Rq , y 2 K ⋐ 
and suitable constants 
K
 0.
An element a 2 C1
 
 (Rq nf0g);L H; eH  is called (positively twisted-) homo-
geneous of order  if
(2.1.4) a(y; ) = e

a(y; ) 1

for all  2 R+, (y; ) 2   (Rq n f0g). Note that, for every excision function  and
any a satisfying (2.1.4), ()a(y; ) 2 S   Rq ;H; eH . It is then natural to in-
troduce Scl
 
  Rq ;H; eH

, the subset of classical operator-valued symbols of order
, which consists of all a 2 S
 
  Rq ;H; eH

that admit an asymptotic expansion
a 
P
j
a( j ) with a( j ) homogeneous of order   j in the sense of (2.1.4).
2.2. Edge Sobolev spaces.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with a strongly continu-
ous group of isomorphisms f

g
2R+ . The abstract wedge Sobolev space W s(Rq ; H )
of smoothness s 2 R is the completion of S(Rq ; H ) with respect to the norm
(2.2.1) kukWs (Rq ;H ) =

Z
hi
2s




 1
hi
(F
y!
u)()



2
H
d
1=2
;
where F
y!
is the Fourier transform in Rq .
The construction of W s(Rq ; H ) will be used also for Fre´chet spaces H that are
written as projective limits of Hilbert spaces fH j g
j2N, with continuous embeddings
H
j+1
,! H
j
,!    ,! H
0 and a strongly continuous group f

g
2R+ of isomorphisms
on H 0 that restricts to strongly continuous groups of isomorphisms on H j for every
j . Then we have continuous embeddings W s(Rq ; H j+1) ,!W s(Rq ; H j ) for all j , and
W s(Rq ; H ) is the projective limit of W s(Rq ; H j ), j 2 N.
We apply this construction to the weighted Sobolev spaces Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^; E)
and Fre´chet subspaces Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)
P
(X^; E) with asymptotics of type P ; here we ap-
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ply Remark 1.4 and the action 

defined there. We then obtain the spaces
(2.2.2) W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(P ) (X^  Rq ; E) := W s+(n=2)

Rq ;Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(P ) (X^; E)

and then, globally, on a corresponding (compact, stretched) manifold W with edge Y
we obtain the spaces W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(P ) (W; E). In this construction we use several use-
ful properties of the W s-spaces. In particular, that the spaces (2.2.2) are contained in
H
s+(n=2)
loc (X^  Rq) for every s;  ; we then have W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(P ) (W)  H s+(n=2)loc (intW).
This is the construction for a single manifold with edges. For the case W = (W1;W2)
we simply take the direct sums of the corresponding spaces.
As for the standard Sobolev spaces there are ‘comp’ and ‘loc’ versions of W s-
spaces on open sets   Rq , first for the context of Definition 2.2, and then also
for the specific spaces on configurations W = (W1;W2) with edges when we drop the
assumption of compactness.
DEFINITION 2.3. The space of smoothing operators Y1(W; g; v) in the trans-
mission algebra on W, with g := ( ;    ;2) and v as in Section 2.1, is defined
to be the set of all continuous operators
C :
C
1
0 (intW;E)

C
1
0 (Y; J )
!
C
1 (intW;F)

C
1(Y; J+)
that extend the continuous operators
C :
W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(W;E)

H
s (1=2)(Y; J
 
)
!
W
1; +(n=2)
P (W;F)

H
1(Y; J+)
where the formal adjoint C extends to continuous operators
C :
W s+(n=2); ++(n=2)(W;F)

H
s (1=2)(Y; J+)
!
W
1; +(n=2)
Q (W;E)

H
1(Y; J
 
)
for all s 2 R, with certain asymptotic types P and Q depending on C. Here the formal
adjoint C is defined by
(Cu; v)W0;n=2(W;F)L2(Y;J+) = (u; Cv)W0;n=2(W;E)L2(Y;J )
for all u 2 C10 (intW;E) C10 (Y; J ), v 2 C10 (intW;F) C10 (Y; J+).
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2.3. Green symbols. We now turn to a first important element of the edge
symbolic structure, the so called Green symbols. They play an analogous role for our
calculus as the ‘singular Green’ symbols in standard boundary value problems in the
context of Boutet de Monvel [3]. A specific point in the present situation is that Green
symbols (and associated Green operators below) transmit information between the
different-dimensional parts of our configuration across the edge.
Let g := ( ;  ;2), 2 = ( (k+1); 0],  2 R,   2 N and w := (E1; F1;E2; F2;
j
 
; j+).
DEFINITION 2.4. R
G
(Rq ; g;w) for open   Rq is defined to be the set of
all families of continuous maps
g(y; ) 2 C1   Rq ;L  Ks;+(n=2)(X^;E) Cj  ;K1; +(n=2)(X^;F) Cj+
such that for g0(y; ) = diag(hin=2; hi 1=2)g(y; ) diag(hin=2; hi 1=2) 1 we have
(2.3.3) g0(y; ) 2 Scl

 Rq ;Ks;+(n=2)(X^;E) Cj  ;S +(n=2)P (X^;F) Cj+

and
g

0 (y; ) 2 Scl

 Rq ;Ks; ++(n=2)(X^;F) Cj+ ;S Q (X^;E) Cj 

for all s 2 R. The elements of R
G
(  Rq ; g;w) are called Green symbols (of our
transmission calculus).
By definition, the entries of Green symbols g(y; ) = (g
ij
(y; ))
i;j=1;2;3 are classi-
cal operator-valued symbols, acting between the respective components of the involved
spaces. Anyway, note that multiplication by powers of hi does not preserve the sym-
bol classes R
M+G(Rq ; g;w) and R(Rq ; g;w) that we introduce below. A sim-
ilar phenomenon already occurs in the usual situation, where one has L(Rn
x
 
y
) 
L
(
y
) 6 L+(Rn
x
 
y
). The reason for introducing this operation in the definitions
concerns the administration of the order in a ‘unified’ way, in the spirit of Douglis and
Nirenberg. In fact, we have DN homogeneity in the following sense. First, g0(y; ) is
classical of order , i.e., there is a homogeneous principal part g0;()(y; ), such that
(2.3.4) g0;()(y; ) =  diag
 

n

; id

g0;()(y; ) diag
 

n

; id

 1
for all (y; ) 2   (Rq n f0g),  2 R+. For g(y; ) itself the entries have different
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orders, that are immediate from Definition 2.4. We obtain the matrix of orders
(2.3.5)  :=
0
B
B
B
B
B
B

  +
n2   n1
2
  
n1 + 1
2
  
n2   n1
2
   
n2 + 1
2
 +
n1 + 1
2
 +
n2 + 1
2

1
C
C
C
C
C
C
A
Let g()(y; ) = (gij;(
ij
)(y; ))i;j=1;2;3 denote the matrix of homogeneous principal com-
ponents of g(y; ). Then, DN homogeneity of g()(y; ) itself means
(2.3.6) g()(y; ) =  diag
 

n=2

n

; 
 1=2 id

g()(y; ) diag
 

n=2

n

; 
 1=2 id

 1
for all (y; ) 2  (Rq n f0g),  2 R+.
2.4. Mellin transmission symbols. Another specific part of the symbolic struc-
ture of transmission operators (with information being exchanged between the X^1 and
X
^
2 -sides of the configuration) are symbols with values in the CM+G algebra, cf. Defi-
nition 1.7. In the following, with [ : ] we will denote a positive smooth function such
that [] = jj for jj   and some fixed constant  > 0.
DEFINITION 2.5. Let R
M+G(Rq ; g;w) for g := ( ;   ;2) as in the begin-
ning of Section 2.3 and w := (E1; F1;E2; F2; j ; j+) defined to be the set of all opera-
tor families (m+g)(y; ) : Ks;+(n=2)(X^;E)Cj  ! K1; +(n=2)(X^;F)Cj+ , s 2 R,
where g(y; )2R
G
(Rq ; g;w), cf. Definition 2.4, while m(y; ) := (m
ij
(y; ))
i;j=1;2;3
for i; j = 1; 2 is given by
m
ij
(y; ) = r !(r[])
k
X
l=0
r
l
X
jjl+( )
n
op
M
(f
l;ij
) + ope
M
 
e
f
l;ij

o


e!(r[])
: Ks;+(n=2)(X^;E) ! K1; +(n=2)(X^;F)
(2.4.1)
with arbitrary Mellin symbols f
l;ij
(y; z) 2 C1

U;M
 1
W
l;ij
(X
j
; X
i
;E
j
; F
i
)

, ef
l;ij
(y; z)
2 C
1

U;M
 1
e
W
l;ij
(X
j
; X
i
;E
j
; F
i
)

, cut-off functions !;e!, and weights  = (l), e =
e
(l), such that W
l;ij
\ 0(1=2)  = eWl;ij \ 0(1=2) e = ; for all l; ; i; j . Concerning the
weights  and e we can (and will) choose them in the same normalised way as in
Remark 1.8. Finally, m
ij
(y; ) := 0 for i = 3 or j = 3.
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Without loss of generality we set ef 00;ij  0; then, the principal conormal symbol
of (m + g)(y; ) of (conormal) order  is defined as
(2.4.2) M(m + g)(y; z; ) =
0

X
jj 
 
f0;ij (y; z) + ef 0;ij (y; z)



1
A
i;j=1;2
;
which, in the case  = , reduces to
(2.4.3) M(m + g)(y; z; ) = (f00;ij (y; z))i;j=1;2:
Proposition 2.6. Every operator in R
M+G(Rq ; g;w) with g and w as in Def-
inition 2.5 above is a classical operator-valued symbol. We have, for all  2 Nq ,
 2 Nq , D
y
D


R
M+G(  Rq ; g;w)  R jjM+G (  Rq ; g;w), and  <    k implies
R
M+G( Rq ; g;w)  RG( Rq ; g;w).
In fact, setting a(y; ) := (m + g)(y; ) and
(2.4.4) a0(y; ) = diag
 
hi
n=2
; hi
 1=2
a(y; ) diag  hin=2; hi 1=2 1 ;
we have the relation
(2.4.5) a0(y; ) 2 Scl

 Rq ;Ks;+(n=2)(P) (X^;E) Cj ;K1; +(n=2)(Q) (X^;F) Cj+

for all s 2 R (the interpretation with asymptotics is that for every pair of asymp-
totic types P there is a pair of asymptotic types Q depending on a(y; ) as well as
on P, and that the corresponding relation holds). To see (2.4.5), because of Defini-
tion 2.4 it suffices to consider the finite sum of Mellin expressions (2.4.1) that are
smooth in (y; ) as operator functions and homogeneous for large jj: the latter prop-
erty just implies that the Mellin part of a0(y; ) is also a classical operator-valued
symbol. If u(y; ) denotes a summand of (2.4.1) containing r l we have
u(y; ) =  l+jj diag  n=2n

; 
 1=2 id

u(y; ) diag  n=2n

; 
 1=2 id

 1
for all   1, jj   with some sufficiently large  > 0. Analogously to (2.3.4),
we have a homogeneous principal symbol a0;()(y; ) of a0(y; ) of order  (clearly
with actions in the spaces involved in (2.4.5)). Moreover, returning from a0(y; ) to
the original symbol a(y; ) via the relation (2.4.4) we obtain, according to the scheme
(2.3.5) of DN orders, a matrix a()(y; ) = (aij;(
ij
)(y; ))i;j=1;2;3 of homogeneous prin-
cipal components of a(y; ). Then, DN homogeneity of a()(y; ) means
(2.4.6) a()(y; ) =  diag
 

n=2

n

; 
 1=2 id

a()(y; ) diag
 

n=2

n

; 
 1=2 id

 1
for all (y; ) 2  (Rq n f0g),  2 R+.
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2.5. Edge amplitude functions. We describe here a specific space of operators-
valued amplitude functions that will produce below our transmission operators modulo
smoothing operators in the transmission operator algebra.
We first return to the reformulation of pseudo-differential actions on cones in
terms of the Mellin transform in axial direction, cf. Theorem 1.2. We start from opera-
tor functions p
l
(r; y; %; ) of analogous structure as (1.1.6) where here (because of the
full symbolic calculus) we take them of order  in place of . We then consider ele-
ments eh
l
(r; y; z; ) 2 C1 R+ ;MO(Xl ;Rq)

such that h
l
(r; y; z; ) :=eh
l
(r; y; z; r)
satisfies the relation
(2.5.1) op
r
(p
l
)(y; ) = op
M
(h
l
)(y; ) mod C1  ;L 1  X^
l
;Rq

for every . Similarly, we have a corresponding version of Remark 1.3. Let us set g :=
( ;    ;2) for 2 = ( (k + 1); 0], and w := (E1; F1;E2; F2; j ; j+).
DEFINITION 2.7. The space R(Rq ; g;w) for   2 N is defined to be the
set of all operator functions of the form
(2.5.2) a(y; ) := diag(a1(y; ); a2(y; ); 0) + (m + g)(y; )
where
(i) a
l
(y; ) := (r)
n
r
 
!(r[]) op
M
(h
l
)(y; )e!(r[]) + r (1   !(r[])) op
r
(p
l
)(y; ) 

1   e!(r[])
o
e
(r) for operator functions p
l
and h
l
fulfilling (2.5.1), l = 1; 2, and
;
e
; !;e!;
e
! arbitrary cut-off functions satisfying !e! = !, !e! = e!;
(ii) (m + g)(y; ) 2 R
M+G( Rq ; g;w).
REMARK 2.8. As it was proved in [9], the edge-amplitudes a
l
can equivalently
be written in the form
a
l
(y; ) = (r)r  op
M
(h
l
)(y; )e(r) + g
l
(y; )
where g
l
is a suitable Green symbol of order  in the edge algebra on W
l
, l = 1; 2.
The following proposition completes Proposition 2.6 by a corresponding property of
the diagonal elements a
j
(y; ) in (2.5.2), which are operator-valued symbols in the
edge calculus on W
j
, cf. [23].
Proposition 2.9. Elements a(y; ) 2 R(  Rq ; g;w) are operator-valued sym-
bols in the sense that the corresponding a0(y; ) defined by (2.4.4) belong to the
spaces
S


 Rq ;Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(P) (X^;E) Cj ;Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(Q) (X^;F) Cj+

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for all s 2 R (with interpretation analogous to the one given after (2.4.5)).
Let us now introduce DN homogeneous principal edge symbols for elements a(y;)2
R(  Rq ; g;w). The smoothing Mellin plus Green part (m + g)(y; ) has been dis-
cussed in Sections 2.3, 2.4. Concerning the target spaces we take those which are suit-
able for the remaining entries a
i
(y; ), i = 1; 2, in the representation (2.5.2). We set
a
l;()(y; ) := r !(rjj) op
M
(h
l;0)(y; )e!(rjj)
+ r (1  !(rjj)) op
r
(p
l;0)(y; )
 
1 e!(rjj)
where subscripts 0 at h
l
and p
l
have the same meaning as in Remark 1.3.
We then finally define
a()(y; ) := diag(a1;()(y; ); a2;()(y; ); 0) + (m + g)()(y; );
which is regarded as a family of operators
a()(y; ) : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^;E) Cj  ! Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(X^;F) Cj+ ;
(y; ) 2 T  n 0, DN homogeneous in the sense of the relation (2.4.6). According to
the notation in Section 1.1, we have homogeneous principal symbols 
 
(op
r
(p
l
)), and
we set

 
(a
l
)(r; x; y; %; ; ) := (r) r 
 
(p
l
)(r; x; y; %; ; );
(%; ; ) 6= 0, l = 1; 2. For purposes below we also introduce the compressed variants
(2.5.3) e
 
(a
l
)(r; x; y; %; ; ) := (r)
 
(p
l
)  r; x; y; r 1%; ; r 1
that are smooth up to r = 0. For a(y; ) 2 R( Rq ; g;w), then we have altogether

 
(a) := diag(
 
(a1);  (a2))
and e
 
(a) := diag(e
 
(a1);e (a2)).
REMARK 2.10. The construction of the symbol classes could be repeated with
no changes in the case where   Rq 0 with q 0 > q. This allows us to consider also
the so called ‘double symbols’ a(y; y 0; ), taking values in the same spaces as those
described above. In particular, one can introduce, in this case, left and right symbols
of operators initially formed via double symbols. Note that, owing to Proposition 2.6,
the asymptotic summations involved in such constructions for smoothing Mellin oper-
ators would produce, after a finite number of derivatives, Green operators.
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3. Edge problems
3.1. Edge transmission operators. Let us fix a cut-off function (r) 2
C
1
0
 
R+

and a partition of unity f'
j
g
j=1;:::;N belonging to a finite atlas on the edge
Y . Moreover, let f 
j
g
j=1;:::;N be C1 functions with compact support in the charts such
that  
j
 1 on supp'
j
for all j . For convenience, operators of multiplication by 33
diagonal matrices containing  or '
j
,  
j
in the diagonal will be denoted by the same
symbols  , etc. Let g = ( ;    ;2),  2 R,     2 N, v = (E1; F1;E2; F2; J ; J+)
and w = (E1; F1;E2; F2; j ; j+), where the local bundles in w are related to the global
ones in v as explained in Section 2.1 (and denoted by the same letters).
DEFINITION 3.1. The space Y(W; g; v) of edge transmission operators of order
 on W associated with weight data g is defined to be the set of all operators
A :
C
1
0 (intW;E)

C
1
0 (Y; J )
!
C
1 (intW;F)

C
1(Y; J+)
of the form
(3.1.1) A = 
0

N
X
j=1
'
j
A
j
 
j
1
Ae
 + (1  )Aint

1 e

+ C
where
(i) A
j
= Op(a
j
) for some a
j
(y; ) 2 R( Rq ; g;w), j = 1; : : : ; N ;
(ii) Aint = diag(A1;int; A2;int; 0) for operators Ak;int 2 Lcl(intWk;Ek; Fk), k = 1; 2;
(iii) C 2 Y1(W; g; v).
Let Y
M+G(W; g; v) or YG(W; g; v) denote the subsets where Aj;int vanishes, j =
1; 2 and a
j
(y; ) 2 R
M+G or R

G
for all j = 1; : : : ; N .
For the case that the fiber dimensions of J

are zero we use the same notation
Y , Y
M+G and YG for the respective classes; clearly the J-components in v then dis-
appear.
Theorem 3.2. Every A 2 Y(W; g; v) extends to continuous operators
(3.1.2) A :
W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(W;E)

H
s (1=2)(Y; J
 
)
!
W s +(n=2); +(n=2)(W;F)

H
s (1=2) (Y; J+)
for all s 2 R. Moreover, for every pair P of asymptotic types there is a pair Q such
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that (3.1.2) restricts to continuous operators
(3.1.3) A :
W
s+(n=2);+(n=2)
P (W;E)

H
s (1=2)(Y; J
 
)
!
W
s +(n=2); +(n=2)
Q (W;F)

H
s (1=2) (Y; J+)
for all s 2 R.
Proof. It is enough to prove the assertion for the local situation near the edge.
The result then follows by Proposition 2.9 and by the continuity of pseudo-differential
operators defined by operator-valued symbols in abstract wedge Sobolev spaces. In fact,
Op(a) : W s(Rq ; E) ! W s (Rq ;eE) for a 2 S(  Rq ;E;eE), and, in particular,
Op(hiÆ) : W s(Rq ; E) ! W s Æ(Rq ; E), are continuous maps for arbitrary ; s; Æ 2 R,
see [23], Proposition 1.3.24.
By definition, the elements A 2 Y(W; g; v) can be viewed as operator block ma-
trices A = (A
ij
)
i;j=1;2;3.
By the conditions A
ij
= 0 when i 6= k or j 6= k, k = 1; 2, we obtain subspaces
of Y(W; g; v), called Y(W
k
; g; v
k
) for v
k
= (E
k
; F
k
). These are nothing else than
the edge operator spaces on a (stretched) manifold W
k
with edge Y in the sense of
[23] (with some abuse of notation in the definition of weight data). Conversely, every
A
k
2 Y(W
k
; g; v
k
) can be embedded as an element A0
k
2 Y(W; g; v) by filling up it
by zeros to a corresponding 3  3 block matrix. Then every A 2 Y(W; g; v) has the
form
(3.1.4) A = A01 +A02 +M + G;
where A
k
2 Y(W
k
; g; v
k
)), k = 1; 2, and M + G 2 Y
M+G(W; g; v).
REMARK 3.3. A 2 Y(W; g; v) and A0
k
jint W
k
2 L
 1(intW
k
; v
k
) for k = 1; 2 im-
plies A 2 Y
M+G(W; g; v).
REMARK 3.4. Note that every G 2 Y
G
(W; g; v) induces continuous operators
G :
W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(W;E)

H
s (1=2)(Y; J
 
)
!
W
s +(n=2); +(n=2)
Q (W;F)

H
s (1=2) (Y; J+)
for every s, with some asymptotic type Q, depending on G. This is a consequence of
the nature of Green amplitude functions, cf. (2.3.3) in Definition 2.4, and of that of
smoothing operators, cf. Definition 2.3.
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Let us now introduce the principal symbolic structure (in fact, symbolic hierarchy)
of elements in our transmission operator spaces. For every A 2 Y(W; g; v) we define
 (A) := (
 
(A); 
3
(A));
where 
 
(A) is the pair of homogeneous principal interior symbols in the edge alge-
bras on W
k
(3.1.5) 
 
(A
k
) : int W
k
E
k
! 

int W
k
F
k
; k = 1; 2;
int W
k
: T (intW
k
) n 0 ! intW
k
, for the operators A
k
belonging to A0
k
in the formula
(3.1.4). It remains to specify 
3
(A). First, from the calculus for A
k
2 Y(W
k
; g; v
k
),
we have associated homogeneous principal edge symbols
(3.1.6)

3
(A
k
) : 
Y
0

Ks+(nk=2);+(nk=2)
 
X
^
k
; E
k


J
 
1
A
! 

Y
0

Ks +(nk=2); +(nk=2)
 
X
^
k
; F
k


J+
1
A
;
k = 1; 2, 
Y
: T Y n 0 ! Y , recall (2.1.1) and the description of the local bundles
in Section 2.1. Explicit expressions in the case of edge-degenerate differential opera-
tors were mentioned, cf. (2.1.3). The principal edge symbols 
3
(A
k
) give rise to cor-
responding families 
3
(A0
k
) by filling up block matrices by zero entries. Moreover, we
have the local homogeneous principal edge symbols of M + G that are the principal
parts of classical operator-valued symbols, and we then get 
3
(M + G) globally on
T

Y n 0. Then

3
(A) := 
3
 
A01

+ 
3
 
A02

+ 
3
(M + G)
is a family of maps
(3.1.7)

3
(A) : 
Y
0

Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^;E)

J
 
1
A
! 

Y
0

Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(X^;F)

J+
1
A
:
By virtue of the DN homogeneity of the ingredients of 
3
(A), formulated above, we
have
(3.1.8) 
3
(A)(y; ) =  diag  n=2n

; 
 1=2 id


3
(A)(y; ) diag  n=2n

; 
 1=2 id

 1
for all (y; ) 2 T Y n 0,  2 R+.
REMARK 3.5. Because of the edge-degenerate behaviour of the upper left corner
of an operator A, cf. Definition 2.7, locally near the edge in the splitting of variables
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into (r; x(k); y) with covariables (%; (k); ), the symbols (3.1.6) have the form

 
(A
k
)(r; x(k); y; %; (k); ) = r e (Ak)(r; x(k); y;e%; (k);e)e%=r%;e=r;
where e
 
(A
k
) is smooth up to r = 0, cf. (2.5.3) and the end of Section 2.5.
REMARK 3.6. Note that, together with the map  : A 7!  (A) = (
 
(A); 
3
(A))
defined above, we could define a map op: p = (p
 
; p
3
) 7! op(p) = P such that
 (P) = p.
3.2. Composition and adjoint. We now discuss the algebra property for the
edge operators introduced in Definition 3.1. As in Section 1, we concentrate on the
composition, and only state the next theorem about adjoints.
Theorem 3.7. Let A 2 Y(W; g; v) with g = ( ;  ;2),   2 N, 2 = ( (k+
1); 0], v = (F1;G1;F2;G2; J ; J+). Then, the formal adjoint A, formed in the same
sense of Definition 2.3, satisfies A 2 Y(W; g; v), where g = (  + ;  ;2)
and v = (F1; E1;F2; E2; J+; J ), while  refers to the fact that the matrix of orders
for the entries of A is the transpose of (2.3.5). Moreover,  (A) =  (A), with an
obvious meaning of  on the right.
Theorem 3.8. A 2 Y(W; g; v) and B 2 Ye(W;h;w), for g = (   e;      
e;2), h = (;    e;2), 2 = ( (k + 1); 0], v = (F1;G1;F2;G2;eJ ; J+) and w =
(E1; F1;E2; F2; J ;eJ ) implies AB 2 Y+e(W; gÆh; vÆw) with gÆh = (;   e;2),
v Æ w = (E1;G1;E2;G2; J ; J+) (cf . the notation of Theorem 1.12), and we have
(3.2.1)  (AB) =  (A) (B)
with componentwise composition. If one factor belongs to the subclass with subscript
M + G or G, then the same is true of the composition.
Proof. We assume, for simplicity, that the bundles in v and w are trivial, and
omit them from the notation from now on.
Let us write A = A0 + A1 + C, B = B0 + B1 + D, where the decomposition refers
to (3.1.1), with finite sums of operators A0, B0 referring to edge-amplitude functions,
interior operators A1, B1 localised far from the edge, and smoothing operators C, D,
respectively. The nature of compositions containing C or D as factors is clear from
Definition 2.3 and Theorems 3.2, 3.7. Moreover, the composition A1B1 of interior op-
erators entirely refers to the standard pseudo-differential calculus and yields again an
operator of the required structure. From the products A0B1 and A1B0 we also get in-
terior operators plus smoothing operators in the calculus because of pseudo-locality,
that gives us smoothing operators whenever an operator in our class is composed from
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both sides by C1 functions of disjoint support. Thus, there remains to consider A0B0.
Without loss of generality we assume that our open covering on Y is chosen in such
a way that whenever open sets have a non-empty intersection, their union is contained
in a coordinate neighbourhood. Then, using again pseudo-locality of summands in A0
or B0, the essential contributions are of the form op(a) op(b) for local amplitude func-
tions a(y; y 0; ) and b(y; y 0; ) in an open set   Rq , cf. Remark 2.10. In this con-
struction, because of involved factors of compact supports in y or y 0, the amplitude
functions may be regarded as elements of R(Rq  Rq  Rq ; g) and R(Rq  Rq 
Rq ;h) with variables/covariables (y; y 0; ) and compact support in (y; y 0). This meets
the standard scenario of pseudo-differential calculus globally on Rq with uniform sym-
bol estimates, in the variant of operator-valued symbols. The general calculus allows
us to pass from double symbols a(y; y 0; ) to left or right symbols a
L
(y; ) or a
R
(y 0; )
on the level of operators, modulo operators of order  1. In other words, we have
(3.2.2) op(a)  op(a
L
) and op(b)  op(b
R
);
where  indicates equality modulo operators of order  1. A technical point is to
verify that these remainders are even smoothing in our calculus. Looking at the struc-
ture of our amplitude functions, there are non-smoothing summands only referring to
W1 or W2. The corresponding considerations for those summands are known from the
usual edge calculus, see also the scheme of Theorem 1.12 for the pointwise behaviour
of operator functions on the respective model cones. Therefore, to characterise remain-
ders in (3.2.2) we have to deal only with the case of amplitude functions belonging to
R
M+G and ReM+G, respectively. In the finite weight interval case we are considering,
those are finite sums of Mellin terms plus Green terms. By Definition 2.4, the Green
symbols are completely covered by the abstract scheme of operator-valued symbols. So
there remain amplitude functions consisting of finitely many summands of expressions
of the form
(3.2.3) rj!(r[]) op
M
(h)(y; y 0)e!(r[]);
jj  j , for smoothing Mellin symbols h(y; y 0; z) and certain weights . Owing to the
structure of the amplitude functions (3.2.3), we can pass to left or right symbol repre-
sentations directly, by a finite Taylor expansion in y 0 at the diagonal of , modulo
Green remainders as treated before, cf. Proposition 2.6 and [23], Theorems 1.1.30 and
1.1.54. In other words, we arrive at the composition op(a
L
) op(b
R
) = op(a
L
b
R
) after
ignoring terms with smoothing factors that yield smoothing operators in our calculus.
Concerning (a
L
b
R
)(y; y 0; ), we have to verify a
L
b
R
2 R(Rq  Rq  Rq ; g Æ h).
There are again some summands known from the theory of standard manifolds with
edges. The main contribution of the latter category comes from the non-smoothing
terms with holomorphic Mellin symbols. They are treated thoroughly in the paper [9].
Concerning compositions where one factor is of Green type we obtain again Green
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symbols, similarly to the corresponding calculations for the standard edge algebra.
Thus there remain terms in the composition of the 2  2 upper left corner of a
L
and
b
R
. After the observations before, all of them are treated, except when one factor is of
the form (3.2.3). If both factors are of this type, we obtain an operator of type R
M+G
(again, see the analogous result for the pointwise composition in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.12). So the last kind of terms is the one involving one factor like (3.2.3) and
one non-smoothing. When composing with symbols localised in the interior, the pres-
ence of factors of the type '(t) = e!(t)(1   !)(t), compactly supported in (0; 1), im-
mediately gives Green operators (note also that cut-off functions evaluated in r[] turn
out to be classical operator-valued symbols). The other type of composition of Mellin
operators gives expressions similar to those appearing in the standard edge calculus,
namely
(3.2.4) !(r[]) r  op
M
(f )(y)e!(r[]) r e op
M
(h)(y 0; )e!(r[]):
They are formally treated as the similar terms examined in the composition of oper-
ators on the cones, and give symbols of Mellin plus Green type. This completes the
proof of a
L
b
R
2 R(Rq  Rq  Rq ; g Æ h). The last step is now to pass again to a
left symbol (a
L
b
R
)
L
modulo a smoothing remainder on the level of operators, which
is possible, by the considerations above.
The symbolic rule for the    component of  (AB) is clear. That also the princi-
pal edge symbols are multiplied is again a consequence of the analogous rule for the
standard edge algebra and of the following observation: since the Mellin symbols ap-
pearing in the products (3.2.4) can be written as eh(r; y; z; r) =eh(0; y; z; r) + reh(1)(r;
y; z; r) with a smooth remainder eh(1), only the product of the principal edge symbols
of A and B can contribute to 
3
(AB), due to the presence of at least one r factor in
the other three terms.
3.3. Ellipticity.
DEFINITION 3.9. An element A 2 Y(W; g; v) for g = ( ;    ;2) and v =
(E1; F1;E2; F2; J ; J+), is said to be elliptic if
(i) both the bundle homomorphisms (3.1.5) are isomorphisms, where also the ‘com-
pressed variants’ (locally near the edge) e
 
(A
k
), k = 1; 2, are isomorphisms up to
r = 0;
(ii) the family of maps (3.1.7) is a bundle isomorphism for an s = s0 2 R.
REMARK 3.10. Similarly to the ‘usual’ edge calculus, condition (ii) implies that
(3.1.7) is an isomorphism for all s 2 R.
REMARK 3.11. Condition (ii) is an analogue of the classical Shapiro-Lopatinskij
condition for boundary value problems: here they have the shape of transmission con-
ditions.
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Note that the values of 
3
(A)(y; ) for (y; ) 2 T Y n 0 are uniquely determined
by the restriction to SY , the unit cosphere bundle induced by T Y (recall that we
have fixed a Riemannian metric on Y ). In particular, the relation

3
(A)(y; ) = jj diag

jj
n1=2

n1
jj
; jj
n2=2

n2
jj
; 
 1=2 id

 1

3
(A)

y;

jj

 diag

jj
n1=2

n1
jj
; jj
n2=2

n2
jj
; 
 1=2 id

(3.3.1)
defines the extension of 
3
(A)(y; )j
S

Y
by homogeneity to T Y n 0. Clearly, the re-
striction 
3
(A)(y; )j
S

Y
is a family of isomorphisms if and only if so is 
3
(A)(y; )
for all (y; ) 2 T Y n 0.
Let us now draw some further conclusions from the ellipticity condition on 
3
(A).
Write 
3
(A)(y; )j
S

Y
=: a(y; ) = (a
ij
(y; ))
i;j=1;2;3, b(y; ) := (aij (y; ))i;j=1;2. Then,
if a(y; ) is invertible,
(3.3.2) b(y; ) : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^;E) ! Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(X^;F)
is a family of Fredholm operators, belonging to the cone transmission algebra of Sec-
tion 1. As such, there is the symbolic structure of cone operators from that calculus.
In particular, we have the principal conormal symbol
(3.3.3) M(b)(y; z) : H s+(n=2)(X;E) ! H s +(n=2)(X;F)
which has the form
M(b)(y; z) = (M(bij )(y; ))i;j=1;2;
M(bij )(y; z) = diag(h1;0(0; y; z; 0); h2;0(0; y; z; 0)) + (f00;ij (y; z))i;j=1;2;
cf. the notation in Definition 2.7 (i), Remark 1.3, and the formula (2.4.3) (for  = ).
From the cone calculus on X^ we know that the Fredholm property of (3.3.2) at a
point (y; ) 2 SY implies that (3.3.2) is a family of bijections, for all y 2 Y , z 2
0(1=2)  .
REMARK 3.12. The ellipticity of the operator A with respect to the interior sym-
bol 
 
(A), cf. Definition 3.9 (i), implies that (3.3.2) is elliptic in the sense of the 
 
-
and e- components of principal symbols from the cone theory, for every (y; ) 2 SY ,
in particular, b
jj
(y; ) is e-elliptic (i.e., exit elliptic for r ! +1), j = 1; 2. The ellip-
ticity with respect to M(A) is not automatic. If we require that (3.3.3) is a family of
isomorphisms for all y 2 Y , z 2 0(1=2)  (for any fixed s, which implies the same for
all s 2 R), then (if (A
ij
)
i;j=1;2 denotes the 2 2 upper left corner of A) the operators
b(y; ) := 
3
((A
ij
)
i;j=1;2)(y; ) : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^;E) ! Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(X^;F)
form a family of Fredholm operators, parametrised by (y; ) 2 SY , cf. Theorem 1.16.
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From the regularity properties of solutions to elliptic transmission equations on the
infinite stretched cone X^ we know that ker b(y; ) and coker b(y; ) of the Fredholm
operators (3.3.2) are independent of s. Let us assume for simplicity that SY is con-
nected. Then, ind b(y; ) is constant, i.e., independent of (y; ) 2 SY .
From standard construction of K-theory in connection with families of Fredholm
operators parametrised by a compact topological space we have an index element
ind
S

Y
b 2 K(SY );
where K( : ) denotes the K-group of the space in brackets. The canonical projection
1 : S

Y ! Y gives rise to a pull-back 1K(Y ) ! K(SY ). In the present case, from
the fact that (3.1.7) is an isomorphism, we can read off the index element of b explic-
itly, namely,
ind
S

Y
b = [1 J+]  [1 J ];
which belongs to 1K(Y ). In this connection we have the following theorem, that ex-
tends a topological criterion of Atiyah and Bott [2] about the existence of Shapiro-
Lopatinskij elliptic conditions to an elliptic operator on a manifold with boundary.
Theorem 3.13. Let A = (A
ij
)
i;j=1;2 2 Y
(W; g;w) for g = ( ;    ;2) and
w = (E1; F1;E2; F2) be an operator that is  -elliptic in the sense of Definition 3.9 (i)
and such that (3.3.2) is a family of Fredholm operators. Then, there exists an elliptic
operator A = (A
ij
)
i;j=1;2;3 2 Y
(W; g; v) for v := (E1; F1;E2; F2; J ; J+) and suitable
J

2 Vect(Y ) with A = (A
ij
)
i;j=1;2 if and only if indSY b 2 1K(Y ).
3.4. Parametrices and regularity with asymptotics.
DEFINITION 3.14. Let A 2 Y(W; g; v) be an operator in the notation of Defi-
nition 3.9. Then an operator P 2 Y (W; g 1; v 1) for g 1 := (   ;  ;2), v 1 :=
(F1; E1;F2; E2; J+; J ) is said to be a parametrix of A if
AP   I 2 Y1(W; g
r
; v
r
) and PA  I 2 Y1(W; g
l
; v
l
)
for g
r
= (   ;    ;2), v
r
= (F1; F1;F2; F2; J+; J+) and gl = ( ;  ;2), vl =
(E1; E1;E2; E2; J ; J ).
Theorem 3.15. Let A 2 Y(W; g; v) be elliptic in the sense of Definition 3.9.
Then, A has a parametrix P 2 Y (W; g 1; v 1).
Proof. For convenience, we consider the case where E
k
and F
k
, k = 1; 2, are triv-
ial bundles of fiber dimension 1 and omit the bundle data from the notation. Moreover,
for every 3  3 matrix B we will write eB for its 2  2 upper left corner (B
ij
)
i;j=1;2.
In view of (3.1.4), the operator A can be written in the form diag(A1;A2; 0) +M+G,
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for A
k
2 Y(W
k
; g) and M+G 2 Y(W; g). By virtue of Definition 3.9 (i), applied to
A
k
for k = 1; 2, from the elliptic theory in the edge algebra on W
k
we find operators
B
k
2 Y (W
k
; g 1) such that B
k
A
k
= I mod Y0
M+G(Wk; ( ;  ;2)), cf. Remark 3.3.
Setting P0 := diag(B1;B2; 0) we then obtain
P0A = I mod Y0
M+G(W; gl):
On the level of principal conormal symbols this yields the identity
M(P0)(y; z + )M(A)(y; z) = 1 + f (y; z)
for a function f 2 C1(Y;M 1
R
) where M 1
R
is the space of 2  2 matrices of
smoothing operator-valued Mellin symbols f
ij
2 M
 1
R
ij
(X
i
; X
j
) with asymptotic types
R
ij
, j = 1; 2 (recall that, by Definition 2.5, only eA contributes to the Mellin principal
symbol). Since (1+f (y; z)) 1 = 1+ef (y; z) for another element ef (y; z) 2 C1(Y;M 1
S
)
and some matrix S of asymptotic types, we obtain

 1
M (A)(y; z) = (1 + ef (y; z))M(P0)(y; z + ) = M(P0)(y; z + ) + l(y; z + )
for some l(y; z) 2 C1(Y;M 1
P
) with a resulting asymptotic type P , where the carrier
of P does not intersect 01=2 ( ). The next step in the construction of the parametrix
is to pass to eP1 := eP0 +M0, where M0 = r!(r[]) op 
M
(l)(y)e!(r[]) is an operator
such that
(3.4.1) M
 
eP1
 (y; z + ) = M(A) 1(y; z):
We thus obtain eP1 eA = I M1 where, because of (3.4.1), the highest conormal symbol
of M1 vanishes. Thus, setting eP2 :=
P
k
j=0M
j
1
eP1, we obtain eP2 eA = I   G for a 2 2
matrix G of Green operators of order 0.
The 
3
-ellipticity of the operator A shows that
(3.4.2) 
3
 
eA
 (y; ) : Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^) ! Ks +(n=2); +(n=2)(X^)
is a family of Fredholm operators, parametrised by (y; ) 2 SY , where
ind
S

Y

3
 
eA

= [1 J+]  [1 J ]:
(3.4.2) is a family of elliptic operators in the sense of the cone algebra on X^ (cf. Sec-
tion 1), and 
3
(eP2)(y; ) is a family of parametrices in that algebra, which implies
ind
S

Y

3
 
eP2

= [1 J ]  [1 J+]:
Now, similarly to the considerations in the proof of Theorem 3.13, we find a family
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of isomorphisms
(3.4.3)
p(y; ) :=


3
(eP2) 3(K)

3
(T ) 
3
(Q)

(y; ) :
Ks+(n=2);+(n=2)(X^)

(J+  CN )y
!
Ks++(n=2);++(n=2)(X^)

(J
 
 CN )
y
for some (sufficiently large) N . The entries 
3
(K), 
3
(T ), 
3
(Q) may be extended
by homogeneity   (with respect to the group actions, cf. the relation (3.3.1)) to a
family that has the structure of a homogeneous Green symbol of order   in our
edge symbolic algebra. In order to invert 
3
(A)(y; ), we compose (from the right)
a = diag(
3
(A)j
S

Y
; idCN ) with (3.4.3) and get a family of operators that has the form
b(y; ) = (b
ij
(y; ))
i;j=1;2 where b11 takes values in C0
M+G(X^; g) and (by construction)
satisfies M(b11) = 1 for all (y; ) 2 SY , while the other entries bij (y; ) are of finite
rank. Since the involved factors in the composition are invertible, b(y; ) is a family
of invertible operators as well.
We now obtain
(3.4.4) b(y; )a(y; ) = 1 + g(y; )
for an element g(y; ) 2 
3
 
R0
G
(Rq ; g)
S

Y
. The invertibility of a(y; ) and b(y; )
implies that also (3.4.4) is invertible. Using the fact that there is an element h 2

3
 
R0
G
(  Rq ; g)
S

Y
such that 1 + h(y; ) = (1 + g(y; )) 1 we can pass to (1 +
h(y; ))b(y; ) = a 1(y; ). Since a(y; ) is a block matrix with idCN in the right lower
corner, the same is true of a 1(y; ), i.e., the latter expression gives us

3
(A) 1(y; )j
S

Y
itself. Since the above multiplications preserve the nature of oper-
ator families on SY that belong to 
3
 
R0(Rq ; g)
S

Y
, we obtain this same prop-
erty for 
3
(A) 1(y; )j
S

Y
. Thus, by an extension by homogeneity  , we can pro-
duce

3
(A) 1(y; ) 2 
3
 
R ( Rq ; g) :
Using Remark 3.6, we obtain an operator P3 2 Y (W; g 1) such that  (P3) =
 (A) 1. This gives P3A = I + C for C 2 Y 1(W; g 1). Since in the spaces of our
specific operator-valued symbols it is possible to perform asymptotic summations, a
formal Neumann series argument gives the desired result.
Theorem 3.16. If A 2 Y(W; g; v) is elliptic, the conditions
(i) Au = f 2W s +(n=2); +(n=2)(Q) (W;F)H s (1=2) (Y; J+),
(ii) u 2W 1; +(n=2)(W;E)H 1(Y; J
 
)
imply u 2 W s+(n=2);+(n=2)(P) (W;E)  H s (1=2)(Y; J+) for every s 2 R. Here Q is any
asymptotic type and P depends on Q and A (not on s).
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Theorem 3.17. Let A 2 Y(W; g; v) be elliptic. Then the operator (3.1.2) is
Fredholm for every s 2 R. Moreover, kerA is a finite-dimensional subspace V 
W
1;+(n=2)
P (W;E)  H1(Y; J ) for some asymptotic type P, and there is a finite-
dimensional subspace W W1; +(n=2)(W;F)H1(Y; J+) such that ImA\W = f0g
and ImA+W = W s +(n=2); +(n=2)(W;F)H s (1=2) (Y; J+). This is valid for all s 2
R with s-independent V and W . Finally, there is a parametrix P 2 Y (W; g 1; v 1)
such that I   PA and I  AP are projections to V and W respectively.
Theorem 3.16 above expresses elliptic regularity of solutions in weighted edge
Sobolev spaces and subspaces with asymptotics. The proof is based on Theorem 3.15
and employs P as a left parametrix, together with Theorems 3.2 and 3.8. In fact, start-
ing from the conditions (i) and (ii) we obtain PAu = (I+G)u for some Green operator
G. Using the continuity of P in spaces with or without asymptotics, cf. Theorem 3.2,
as well as the mapping properties of Green operators, cf. Remark 3.4, we immediately
obtain the assertion.
The proof of Theorem 3.17 employs Theorem 3.16 together with P as a right
parametrix. Generalities of Fredholm operators acting in scales of spaces in the present
situation then tell us that A admits a parametrix in the asserted special form.
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